In this study, we sought out to test the hypothesis that genetic factors may influence antidepressant response to fluoxetine. The investigation focused on seven candidate genes in the serotonergic pathway involved in the synthesis, transport, recognition, and degradation of serotonin. Our clinical sample consisted of 96 subjects with unipolar major depression treated with fluoxetine with response variables assessed after a 12-week trial. Patient data were also collected to investigate the pattern of drug response. Using a high-throughput singlenucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping platform and capillary electrophoresis, we genotyped patients at 110 SNPs and four repeat polymorphisms located in seven candidate genes (HTR1A, HTR2A, HTR2C, MAOA, SLC6A4, TPH1, and TPH2). Statistical tests performed included single-locus and haplotype association tests, and linkage disequilibrium (LD) estimation. Little evidence of population stratification was observed in the sample with 20 random SNPs using a genomic control procedure. Our most intriguing result involved three SNPs in the TPH1 gene and one SNP in the SLC6A4 gene, which show significant single-locus association when response to fluoxetine is compared to nonresponse (P ¼ 0.02-0.04). All odds ratios indicated an increased risk of not responding to fluoxetine. In the specific response vs nonspecific and nonresponse comparison, three SNPs in the TPH2 gene (P ¼ 0.02-0.04) were positively associated and one SNP in the HTR2A gene (P ¼ 0.02) was negatively associated. When comparing specific response to nonspecific response, we found significant negative associations in three SNPs in the HTR2A gene (P ¼ 0.001-0.03) and two SNPs in the MAOA gene (P ¼ 0.03-0.05). We observed variable, although strong LD, in each gene and unexpectedly low numbers of estimated haplotypes, formed from tagged SNPs. Significant haplotype associations were found in all but the HTR1A and HTR2C genes. Although these data should be interpreted cautiously due to the small sample size, these results implicate TPH1 and SLC6A4 in general response, and HTR2A, TPH2, and MAOA in the specificity of response to fluoxetine. Intriguingly, we observe that a number of the less frequent alleles of many of the SNP markers were associated with the nonresponse and nonspecific phenotypes.
Major depression has one of the highest lifetime incidence rates among psychiatric disorders.
1,2 Thus, antidepressant medications are among the most commonly prescribed pharmacological agents. However, despite recent advances in antidepressant pharmacotherapy, patient response rates can still be as low as 60% for the first drug administered. 3 Interindividual variation in antidepressant efficacy is thought to be at least partly under a genetic control. [4] [5] [6] Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), commonly prescribed medications, are believed to exert their antidepressant effect through inhibiting the serotonin transporter, which terminates serotonin (5-HT) transmission. A number of studies have tested the association between DNA variations in the serotonin transporter and response to various SSRIs. 4 The majority of these studies rely on assaying a common insertion/deletion polymorphism in the SLC6A4 promoter that alters in vitro transcription of the gene. 7 This 44 base pair insertion/deletion primarily comes in long ('l') and short ('s') forms, with the long form being more transcriptionally active. In Caucasian subjects taking SSRIs, the presence of the long allele has been associated with response in multiple studies, [8] [9] [10] while in a Korean population, the short allele has been associated with a more favorable response. 11 In a second Korean population, the long allele was associated with a better response. 12 The reason for this discrepancy has not been addressed, but is likely to involve the unique population histories of the SLC6A4 locus between the European/US subjects and the Asian subjects. Furthermore, even in positive studies, this polymorphism does not explain all of the variance seen in response, suggesting the involvement of other variants within this gene or other genes.
As serotonin appears to play an important role in depression, we have chosen to pursue an analysis of a group of genes in the serotonin pathway. These genes are involved with the synthesis, signal transduction, transport, and catabolism of serotonin. Tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH1) catalyzes the rate-limiting step in the biosynthesis of 5-HT. Recently, Walther et al 13 described a second isoform of TPH2, which was shown to be the major form expressed in the brain, with TPH1 being expressed mainly in the periphery. Serotonin receptors 1A (HTR1A), 2A (HTR2A), and 2C (HTR2C) are involved in the neurotransmission of 5-HT. The serotonin transporter (SLC6A4) is involved with clearing the synapse of 5-HT. Finally, monoamine oxidase A (MAOA) is one of the main enzymes involved in the degradation of 5-HT. Monoamine oxidase inhibitors have been used for decades to treat major depressive disorder. SSRIs have antagonistic properties at serotonin receptors, while the functional effect of SSRIs, increased synaptic 5-HT, has an indirect effect on HTR1A, HTR2A, and HTR2C function. [14] [15] [16] SSRIs can modulate the expression of TPH mRNA, and inhibition of TPH activity has dramatic effects on brain serotonin levels. [17] [18] [19] A number of studies have individually investigated the role of several of these genes in antidepressant response. [20] [21] [22] [23] Given the small number of reports, as well as biological data implicating their role in serotonergic function, we investigated the association between treatment response to fluoxetine and a number of publicly available single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in TPH1, TPH2, HTR1A, HTR2A, HTR2C, SLC6A4, and MAOA. We have used a well-phenotyped population of persons with unipolar major depression and carried out an analysis of association between these variants and response to fluoxetine. We attempted to limit phenotypic heterogeneity through the use of response pattern analysis that classifies patients as nonresponders, specific responders, or placebo responders to fluoxetine. 24 We also utilized both single SNPs as well as haplotypes for detecting an association to SSRI response and a genomic control (GC) technique to correct for possible population stratification.
Methods

Sample
The study population consisted of 96 research subjects enrolled in an ongoing NIMH-funded protocol (PJM, principal investigator) to assess relapse following fluoxetine discontinuation in depressed subjects who had responded to fluoxetine. Inclusion in that clinical trial required subjects to be in a current episode of major depression, to be aged 18-65 years, and to give informed consent to be randomized to either fluoxetine continuation or to placebo substitution should they respond to acute treatment. There was no depression severity threshold for inclusion. The Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders-Patient Edition (SCID-I/P) was used to establish all psychiatric diagnoses. 25 Subjects with any history of psychosis, mania, organic mental syndrome, a history of substance abuse or dependence active within the previous 6 months, with the exception of nicotine dependence, current bulimia nervosa, or unstable physical illnesses were excluded. Other Axis I comorbid disorders were not exclusionary. Medications known to cause or exacerbate depression, such as beta-blockers or corticosteroids, or to have significant antidepressant or anxiolytic properties, were exclusionary. Study subjects were included if they took occasional hyponotic medication of a nonbenzodiazepine type, oral contraceptives that were not temporally associated with onset or exacerbation of depression, or thyroid hormone replacement that was at a constant and effective dose for 3 months prior to the study. Concomitant medications such as diuretics and antihypertensives were permitted. Only data from the initial 12-week trial were used in these analyses as the number of subjects was considered to be inadequate to use follow-up data where subjects were randomized to fluoxetine or placebo and either maintained their response or relapsed. 26 Patients were categorized as nonresponders, specific pattern responders, or placebo-pattern responders by pattern analysis after 12 weeks of open-label fluoxetine treatment. 24 Fluoxetine daily dosage was 10 mg for 1 week, 20 mg daily for 3 weeks, 40 mg for 4 weeks, and 60 mg for the remaining 4weeks. Dosage increments were made only in those tolerating the medication well and insufficiently responsive to 40 mg. Response in any week was judged by the use of the Clinical Global Impression Improvement score, where a score of 'much improved' or 'very much improved' was required for response. This criterion was applied with the definition that 'much improved' characterized someone that the clinician believed was sufficiently improved that no change in treatment was warranted. This usually corresponded to a decrement of between 50 and 75% in baseline depression ratings on the Hamilton Depression Scale. Subjects responding at week 12, whose response began after the second week and were sustained until week 12, were considered 'specific-pattern' responders; subjects whose response began in weeks 1 or 2 but whose response was not sustained for all subsequent weeks until week 12 were considered 'placebo-pattern' or 'nonspecific' responders. In short, pattern analysis draws on the observation that a specific response to medication is associated with a delayed response to active medication that is persistent once achieved, while a nonspecific response has an earlier onset of response and/or lack of persistence in improvement after onset. This is based on the observation, replicated in several independent samples, that 'placebo' or 'nonspecific' patterns are found equally among patients on active drug and on placebo, while only specific patterns are significantly more common on active medication. 26, 27 While pattern analysis clearly does not perfectly characterize placebo and active medication response, it is an attempt to deal with the problem that approximately half of all subjects (onequarter in this study) who respond to medication treatment are having a placebo response. 28 Informed consent was obtained from each research participant, as was IRB approval from the New York State Psychiatric Institute and the University of California at San Francisco. In this group, the average age was 37.1711.6 years, and the male/female ratio was 47 to 49. There were 77 (80%) responders and 19 (20%) nonresponders to a 12-week trial of fluoxetine. The subjects were 78% Caucasian, 6% African-American, 7% Hispanic, 5% Asian, and 3% other. There were no significant differences in ethnicity (by exact test, P ¼ 0.07) or age (by t-test, P ¼ 0.19) between responders and nonresponders. Using a clinical pattern analysis paradigm (12), 20 of the 77 responders (26%) were determined to be 'nonspecific' responders to fluoxetine.
Four chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) and one bonobo (Pan paniscus) genomic DNA samples were obtained from the Coriell Institute for use in determining the ancestral allele at candidate SNPs (Coriell Institute for Medical Research, Camden, NJ, USA). 29 
DNA analysis
Patient genomic DNA was extracted from whole blood using a Puregene genomic DNA purification kit (Gentra Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA). DNA was quantified using an ND-1000 spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies, Rockland, DE, USA).
SNP genotyping A total of 165 SNPs were identified from publicly available databases or the literature and were chosen with an unbiased approach in an effort to distribute them evenly across the seven candidate genes (see Supplementary Figure 1 , web supporting information). SNPs in the 5 0 and 3 0 region flanking the gene were also included in this study. Of the 165, 110 were used for genotyping, as 32 were monomorphic in our population and an adequate SNP genotyping assay could not be developed for the final 23. Of the 110 SNPs used in this study, 66 were intronic, 10 were exonic (four nonsynonymous and six synonymous changes), and 34 were located in the 5 0 -and 3 0 -flanking regions. Fluorescence polarization detection of template-directed dye-terminator incorporation (FP-TDI) was used to genotype SNPs, as described elsewhere. 30, 31 Briefly, the first step involves polymerase chain reactions (PCR) of 5 microliters (ml) containing 200 nM of the forward and reverse primers (Supplementary 32 Samples were cycled using a touchdown protocol at 941C for 3 min, followed by seven cycles of 941C for 30 s, 65-591C for 30 s (decreased by 11C intervals per cycle), and 721C for 30 s, followed by 38 cycles of 901C for 30 s, 581C for 30 s, and 721C for 30 s, with a final 10 min at 721C. The reactions were performed on an Applied Biosystems GeneAmp PCR System 9700 (Foster City, CA, USA) using 384-well plates (MJ Research, Waltham, MA, USA). SLC6A4 SNPs were cycled on a DNA Engine Tetrad PTC-225 thermal cycler in 384-well plates (MJ Research, Waltham, MA, USA). For conditions for SLC6A4 SNPs 9 and 11, the magnesium concentration was reduced to 1.5 mM, and the following protocol was used: 941C for 3 min, followed by 45 cycles of 901C for 30 s, 551C for 30 s, and 721C for 30 s, with a final 10 min at 721C. The excess primers and deoxynucleotides in the PCR reaction were then degraded by adding a 0.2 ml of 10 Â PCR Clean-Up Reagent (containing a mixture of shrimp alkaline phosphatase and exonuclease I) and 1.8 ml of PCR Clean-Up Dilution Buffer to each 5 ml PCR reaction (Perkin-Elmer, Boston, MA, USA). The mixture was then incubated at 371C for 60 min, followed by inactivation for 15 min at 801C. The final step was the addition of a 13 ml solution containing a final concentration of 0.38 mM TDI probe (Supplementary Table 1 , web supporting information), 2 ml of 10 Â TDI Reaction Buffer, 0.5 ml of AcycloTerminator Mix (containing R110 and TAMRA-labeled AcycloTerminators, corresponding to the polymorphic base), and 0.025 ml of AcycloPol DNA polymerase (Perkin-Elmer). This mixture was cycled at 951C for 2 min, followed by 25 cycles of 941C for 15 s and 551C for 30 s. Following template-directed incorporation, fluorescence polarization was read using a Victor2 1420 Multilabel Counter (PerkinElmer). For the SLC6A4 SNPs, the genotypes were read using a TECAN Ultra plate reader (TECAN-US, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA). Data output is expressed in dimensionless units, mP, as described previously. 30 Repeat polymorphism genotyping PCR amplification of the VNTR in the upstream regulatory region of MAOA was carried out using the primers listed in Supplementary Table 2 (web supporting information). Amplifications were performed in a final volume of 10 ml containing 20 ng of genomic DNA template, 50 mM dNTPs, 1 M anhydrous betaine, 50 mM KCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.4), 1.5 mM MgCl 2 , and 0.5 U Platinum Taq DNA polymerase. Samples were denatured at 951C for 4 min, followed by 35 cycles of 951C for 1 min, 621C for 1 min, and 721C for 1 min, with a final 10 min step at 721C. 33 PCR products were separated on an ABI Prism 3700 DNA Analyzer and alleles were scored using Genotyper 3.5 NT software (Applied Biosystems).
PCR amplification of the tandem repeat polymorphisms in the upstream regulatory region (5-HTTLPR) and intron 4 (intron 2 VNTR) of SLC6A4 was carried out with fluorescent dye-labeled primers listed in Supplementary Table 2 (web supporting information), as was amplification of a simple sequence repeat in intron 9 (Intron 7 (GAAA)n). Of note, marker names are keyed to traditional names for continuity with the literature, despite the misnaming due to the discovery of additional noncoding exons. For these polymorphisms, amplification was performed in a final volume of 5 ml containing 20 ng of genomic DNA template, 50 mM nucleotide mix (ie 50 mM each of dATP, dCTP, and dTTP, and 25 mM each of dGTP and 7-deazadGTP), 1 M anhydrous betaine, 5% DMSO, 50 mM KCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.4), 1.83 mM MgCl 2 , 200 nM primers, and 0.25 U Platinum Taq DNA polymerase. Samples were denatured at 951C for 5 min, followed by 40 cycles of 951C for 30 s, 611C for 30 s, and 721C for 1 min, with a final 6 min step at 721C. For the intron 2 VNTR, amplification was performed in a final volume of 5 ml containing 20 ng of genomic DNA template, 50 mM dNTPs, 1 M anhydrous betaine, 5% DMSO, 50 mM KCl, 20 mM TrisHCl (pH 8.4), 1.5 mM MgCl 2 , 300 nM primers, and 0.25 U Platinum Taq DNA polymerase. Samples were denatured at 951C for 5 min, followed by 35 cycles of 951C for 30 s, 561C for 30 s, and 721C for 40 s, with a final 6 min step at 721C. 33 Intron 7 (GAAA)n was amplified using the same conditions and cycling protocol described above for SNPs. PCR products for all three SLC6A4 repeat polymorphisms were separated on an ABI Prism 3100 DNA Analyzer and alleles were scored using Genotyper 3.5 NT software (Applied Biosystems).
GC genotyping
In order to correct for any population stratification within the sample collection, the method of GC was used. A collection of 20 unlinked C/T SNPs were chosen randomly throughout the genome (Supplementary Table 3 , web supporting information). They were chosen from a collection of 18 150 SNPs assayed using a pooled sequencing strategy by Dr Pui-Yan Kwok for the Allele Frequency Project of the SNP Consortium (http://snp.cshl.org/allele_frequency_-project/). Candidate SNPs were then chosen by iterative elimination if the SNP: (a) failed in the three populations tested (Caucasian, African-American, and Asian); (b) was nonpolymorphic in Caucasians, the predominant group in this study; (c) was nonpolymorphic in the three populations; (d) had a minor allele frequency o0.3 in Caucasians; (e) failed in African-American population; and (f) was a non-C/ T SNP. This yielded 1423 SNPs eligible for use. Of these, SNPs were chosen at random were analyzed bioinformatically to determine chromosomal location. This process was stopped when at least two SNPs were localized to each of the 22 autosomes. Then, the genome was essentially divided into 20 segments, and SNPs were chosen to fit into each of these segments. Naturally, very large chromosomes would be overrepresented due to the proportion of the genome found on those chromosomes. SNPs near genes are over-represented, with 11 occurring in nongene regions and nine occurring in the introns of known genes. There were no exonic SNPs in this group. SNPs were limited to C/T SNPs based on laboratory convenience and uniformity. These SNPs were genotyped using FP-TDI, as described above.
Statistical analysis
Single point association tests were performed via logistic regression using the statistical package R 1.6.1 34 Alleles were coded as 0, 1, or 2 corresponding to the presence of 0, 1, or 2 copies of the rare allele. This coding scheme was chosen because of its robustness to departure from the true additive genetic model. 35 For each SNP, three phenotypic comparisons were made based on the results from the response pattern analysis described in the sample description. The comparisons made were: (1) all responders (specific and nonspecific) vs nonresponders, (2) specific responders vs both nonspecific responders and nonresponders, and (3) specific responders vs nonspecific responders. Empirical P-values were obtained based on 100 000 simulations using the CLUMP computer program. 36 This program holds the marginal allele frequencies constant and permutes the cell counts in a contingency table. For each SNP with nominally significant association, odds ratio estimates and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were computed, comparing carriers of the rare allele to noncarriers. Haplotypes using all markers from each gene were constructed and frequencies estimated using an expectation maximization algorithm in the Arlequin 2.0 program. 37 For selection of haplotype 'tag' SNPs (htSNPs), haplotype frequency estimations for each gene region were entered into the SNPtagger program. 38 A 'coverage value' of 80% was set in order to capture the major haplotype diversity while excluding the extremely rare haplotypes. Haplotype frequency differences were then tested for significance using the three response phenotype comparisons listed above with the CLUMP computer program. 36 Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium was determined for each SNP using the Arlequin 2.0 program. 37 Linkage disequilibrium (LD) across each candidate gene was assessed using the computer program GOLD. 39 For MAOA and HTR2C, the X-linked option was chosen. We accounted for population stratification through the use of GC. 40 This was determined by adjusting the single point w 2 statistic by a correction factor l. Briefly, the w 2 statistic is generated for each GC SNP. These numbers are then averaged, generating l. The w 2 for each candidate association test is computed and then divided by l, approximating a w 2 with one degree of freedom. The significance level was set at Po0.05 after GC correction.
Results
Association results
In our primary phenotypic comparison, response vs nonresponse to fluoxetine, three SNPs in the TPH1 gene were significantly associated (Po0.05) ( Table 1) . Odds ratio estimates indicated a protective effect, that is, carriers of the rare allele were less likely to respond to treatment. However, both of the previously studied A218C and A779C TPH1 SNPs 22 did not reach significance in our study. A single SLC6A4 SNP showed nominally significant association with treatment response (P ¼ 0.037, OR ¼ 0.33, 95% CI ¼ 0.08-1.35, Table 1 ). None of the SNPs investigated in the TPH2, HTR1A, HTR2A, HTR2C, or MAOA gene region reached significance in this phenotypic comparison.
In an effort to utilize detailed clinical information in order to provide more precise phenotypic definitions, we attempted to further delineate treatment response phenotypes using clinical data. We performed two such alternative phenotypic comparisons involving subgroups of the patients by specificity of response type as classified through the use of pattern analysis. The first comparison is based on the hypothesis that specific responders differ genetically from all other subjects. The second comparison is a variation of this hypothesis: among responders, specific responders differ genetically from nonresponders. In the specific response vs all others (nonspecific response and nonresponse) comparison, one SNP in the HTR2A gene (OR ¼ 0.34, 95% CI ¼ 0.13-0.86) and three SNPs in the TPH2 gene led to significant associations ( Table 1) . None of the SNPs tested in the HTR1A, HTR2C, SLC6A4, TPH1, or MAOA gene regions yielded significant association with this phenotypic comparison.
In our third phenotypic comparison, specific response vs nonspecific response, both the HTR2A and the MAOA gene regions contained significantly associated SNPs. In the HTR2A gene region, three SNPs located at the 3 0 -end of the coding region showed significant negative associations (Table 1) . While the MAOA-VNTR failed to show significance in this study, two SNPs in the MAOA gene did show significance. None of the SNPs studied in the HTR1A, HTR2C, SLC6A4, TPH1, or TPH2 gene regions had significant association using this phenotypic comparison.
Haplotypes
To examine interaction of alleles from different SNPs within a gene, haplotypes (ie those including information from all markers at the locus) were inferred and tested for association using the three phenotypic comparisons (Table 2) . Initially, all SNPs were considered and included in haplotype construction SNPs with an unadjusted permutation P-value o0.05 are shown. R ¼ response; NR ¼ nonresponse; S ¼ specific response; NS ¼ nonspecific response. a Odds ratio compares carrier of rare allele relative to noncarrier.
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for each gene. Haplotypes for three genes (TPH2, SLC6A4, and HTR2A) were significantly associated with the specific response vs all others phenotype, and haplotypes for MAOA, SLC6A4, and HTR2A were associated with the specific responder vs nonspecific responder comparison. For example, full-length haplotypes constructed with all 17 HTR2A SNPs examined in this study and tested using the specific response vs all other subjects comparison showed significant association (P ¼ 0.011). When the phenotypic comparison was narrowed to specific responder vs nonspecific responder, HTR2A haplotypes were still associated with specific response (P ¼ 0.001). In general, positive haplotype association results followed the positive single-locus results; however, full-length haplotype testing of TPH1 failed to reach significance in the response vs nonresponse comparison.
Knowledge of extensive LD and the existence of haplotype blocks in the human genome suggest that a limited number of SNPs may capture a substantial amount of haplotypic diversity in a population. 41 We sought to determine if a subset of the SNPs we have genotyped in our sample could be used to test for association between multimarker haplotypes and our clinical phenotypes. One approach to accomplish this is to use htSNPs, as identified using the SNPtagger program. 38 We chose a coverage value of 80%, as we wanted to capture the most common haplotypes and a number of the less common haplotypes, but exclude the substantial number of haplotypes estimated to occur one or fewer times in our sample.
After htSNPs yielding at least 80% coverage of the haplotypic diversity were identified in each gene region, haplotypes were constructed from genotypes of this smaller set of SNPs using Arlequin and tested for association with the phenotype using the CLUMP program. In general, the use of htSNPs to construct haplotypes led to more significant associations than using all of the SNPs screened, with the exception of the SLC6A4 and MAOA genes ( Table 2) . We found that this procedure indicated that the majority of haplotypes could be captured with a limited number of SNPs. For example, we initially genotyped 19 SNPs in the TPH1 gene region, but after haplotype frequency estimations were calculated it was apparent that only two SNPs were needed to capture the four most common haplotypes, which accounted for 87% (167/192) of the haplotypes seen in our study population. The use of htSNPs also implicated the TPH1, TPH2, and HTR2A gene regions in the primary comparison, response vs nonresponse, which were not significant when all possible SNPs were used for haplotype construction. For instance, the TPH1 gene region, which contained six associated SNPs in the categorical response vs nonresponse comparison, was not significantly associated when all 19 SNPs were used to construct haplotypes (P ¼ 0.387). However, when only the two htSNPs were used to construct haplotypes, a positive association was seen (P ¼ 0.0006) ( Table 2) .
Assessment of population stratification using GC There has been much debate about the role of population stratification in case-control studies with the attendant possibility of false-positive associations, and less discussed false-negative findings. 42 A number of approaches have been proposed to estimate the role of stratification using the genome itself to determine population heterogeneity. 43, 44 Here, we use the GC approach of Devlin, in which anonymous markers from across the genome are genotyped in cases and controls, and the association test statistic is rescaled based on the degree of observed stratification. 40, 43 We chose 20 SNPs distributed across the genome, and genotyped our sample for those SNPs, as described in the Methods section. Allele frequency results for those SNPs are available on request. When comparing the response group vs nonresponse group, GC analysis produced l of 1.21, indicating a need to adjust the P-values for slight population stratification. For the other two phenotypic comparisons made, specific response vs all others and specific response vs nonspecific response, GC analysis yielded a l of o1.0, indicating that the patient populations were not significantly stratified given the limits of the small sample size.
Linkage disequilibrium Levels of LD were calculated for each gene region using genotypic data ( Figure 1 ). As can be seen from the pairwise |D 0 | values shown in the figure, levels of LD were generally substantial, but variable between the gene regions screened. Although there is a trend for increased LD across smaller gene regions, this was not an absolute rule as one of the smaller gene regions (HTR2A-63 kb) showed significantly less LD than the largest gene region (HTR2C-395 kb) .
Primate genotypes
SNPs examined in all genes this study, except for SLC6A4, were also genotyped in 5 primate genomic DNA samples, four unrelated chimpanzees and one bonobo, using the same primers and conditions as used for the human genotyping. Of the 93 SNPs investigated in total, six failed to produce readable genotype results. Four SNPs had at least one heterozygotic chimpanzee sample, indicating present-day variation within this species. There were 83 SNPs where the primate samples were all homozygous for the same allele, implicating it as the ancestral allele for humans (Supplementary Table 1 , web supporting information). The most frequent SNP allele in our human population matched this presumed ancestral allele in 46 out of 83 cases (see Supplementary Figure  3 , web supporting information).
Discussion
There has been much recent interest in the use of genetic variants for the prediction of medication treatment response. 45 This interest is quite strong for the psychopharmacologic treatment of psychiatric disorders, which in general are still treated empirically, with an unacceptable rate of failure for first-line treatments. The recent collection of large amounts of DNA variants in the form of SNPs and inexpensive genotyping technologies make more comprehensive analyses of genetic variation in genes of interest for treatment response feasible. We have utilized these tools in order to perform an in-depth analysis of common variants in seven genes involved in serotonin function. We have genotyped a well-characterized sample of patients with unipolar major depressive disorder at a number of SNPs within each gene, and tested for association with a treatment response phenotype using individual loci and multilocus haplotypes. Using convergent analytic strategies, we found association between several of these genes and antidepressant response phenotype. For our primary phenotype, categorical response vs nonresponse, several TPH1 SNPs were negatively associated with the phenotype. Odds ratios estimates indicated that carriers of the rare allele had a higher risk of not responding to treatment. This comparison also yielded a negative association with a single SLC6A4 SNP. The location of this SNP, some 200 bases 5 0 to exon 1a, raises suspicion about a potential role in regulatory elements. However, without biological evidence, it is premature to speculate on the function of this SNP. Our results differ with regard to a number of other studies in which associations were found between response and 5-HTTLPR. It might be argued that perhaps our population differs from other Caucasian samples in which this association has been noted. However, for the SLC6A4 promoter polymorphism, we observed population allele frequencies (short ¼ 0.43, long ¼ 0.57) that were close to those found in other European American populations. 8, 46 Our own observations also closely match those reported in a recent study of 847 Caucasians in New Zealand, which revealed an allele frequency for the long allele of 0.57. 47 Likewise, the intron 2 VNTR allele frequencies (9 ¼ 0.005, 10 ¼ 0.390, 12 ¼ 0.605) that we observed matched those seen in European Americans, 48 although we did observe an underrepresentation of the rarer nine allele when compared to Gelernter et al. 46 We observed association between our second phenotype, specific responders vs all other subjects, at two genes, HTR2A and TPH2. With this comparison, our data supported an increased risk of specific response of carriers of the less frequent TPH2 allele, but decreased risk for carriers of the minor HTR2A allele. Finally, we observed negative associations between SNPs coming from HTR2A and MAOA and our third phenotype, specific responders vs nonspecific responders. We are intrigued by the finding that in almost all cases in which we had significant association between a response phenotype and a SNP, it was carrier status of the minor allele that appeared to be associated with nonresponse or the nonspecific pattern of response. Does this suggest that the default genetic and biological substrate for fluoxetine treatment leads to specific response, while the presence of less common alleles somehow degrades response or changes the specificity of the response? Given the limitations of this study, this speculation is premature, but nevertheless a potentially exciting observation.
We have attempted to analyze multiple genetic components of the serotonin pathway for their role in antidepressant response. The use of both single-locus and haplotypic association is not novel, but it is still uncommon to see a coordinated investigation of multiple genes. It will be important to extend our findings by employing a joint analysis of the pathway, but such methods are currently in development or are untested.
Thus far, the vast majority of studies on serotonin pathway gene variants in antidepressant response have focused on single SNP associations. The use of haplotypes, or particular combinations of alleles observed in a population, has been shown both theoretically and empirically to be a powerful approach for the dissection of complex genetic traits. [49] [50] [51] [52] We found haplotypes associated with our response phenotypes for several of the genes we investigated. Further, using a haplotype SNP tagging approach, we were able to reduce the number of SNPs required to represent the majority of haplotypes, and generally noted even greater association between these htSNP haplotypes and phenotype. It has become commonplace to note that limited haplotypic diversity exists in many regions of the genome, and the seven genes we investigate proved to be no exception. The use of multiple SNPs also allows for the estimation of LD within a given gene, which provides useful information for association mapping, particularly for the selection of markers. We were not surprised to find extensive LD across the genes under examination here.
Accurate assessment of clinical response is essential in pharmacogenetic studies, as there is a need to limit the amount of phenotypic heterogeneity. This is particularly true with antidepressant therapy, as placebo response rates can be as high as 60% for patients with major depressive disorder. 53, 28 Previous studies with serotonin pathway gene variants and SSRI antidepressant response have failed to address these concerns. It is reasonable to hypothesize that genetic factors may influence placebo response to antidepressants, given recent evidence showing that subjects homozygous for the long allele of the 5-HTTLPR were more likely to respond placebo in a fluoxetine trial in 51 depressed subjects. 54 In this study, we utilized a validated response pattern algorithm to classify patients as nonresponders, specific responders, or placebo (nonspecific) responders to fluoxetine. 26, 27 We were thus able to obtain a more precise assessment of clinical response phenotype, and potentially identify phenocopies. The use of pattern analysis to define response type reduced the amount of phenotypic heterogeneity in our comparison groups and was integral in uncovering some of our findings. Indeed, had we only investigated the most obvious phenotypic comparison, responders vs nonresponders, we would have found negligible association between response and genotype. What is interesting in the current work is that we detected a number of differences between treatment populations using more precise phenotypic stratification, namely, by trying to separate specific responders from nonspecific responders. A number of our findings suggest that specific responders differ genetically from all others (ie from nonresponders and nonspecific responders) (HTR2A, SLC6A4, and TPH2). Similar findings indicate that even among responders, specific responders may differ at several candidate loci from nonspecific responders (HTR2A and MAOA). This suggests that there may be heritable differences underlying the nature of response to fluoxetine. This is interesting in the context of imaging data that shows differential brain glucose metabolism in persons with depression administered placebo or fluoxetine. 55 Specifically, hospitalized males receiving placebo or fluoxetine for unipolar depression underwent positron emission tomography before and after 6 weeks of treatment. The authors found that placebo response was associated with specific regional changes in brain function. Remarkably, these regions showed overlap with changes seen in fluoxetine responders, but were not identical. Similar differences were seen using quantitative electroencephalography, suggesting different biological responses underlying specific response, nonspecific response, or nonresponse to antidepressant medication. 56 Although our methodology for assessing the placebo phenotype differs from that of Rausch et al, 54 it is interesting to note that our most positive findings for the serotonin transporter are seen when we attempted to dissect out placebo-responsive subjects in the work described here. Given the high placebo response rate for many antidepressants, it may prove necessary to control for nonspecific responses in pharmacogenetic studies on antidepressant response.
An important issue that has been overlooked in many case-control association studies of antidepressant response (or association studies in general) is population stratification, or differences in allele frequencies between populations that may lead to spurious associations. One method that has been used to deal with population stratification is the use of ethnically matched cases and controls. However, a significant amount of 'cryptic stratification' may still exist even after cases and control are carefully matched. 57 We employed the method of GC to correct for any underlying stratification within our population. This method uses allele frequency data for a number of unlinked loci to assess quantitatively the degree of stratification present within the study population. 58, 40 This produces a correction factor that is used to adjust the critical level of significance required for a positive association at the candidate SNPs, thereby reducing the rate of false positives. 40 In general, we found little evidence for population stratification in our sample, suggesting that the genetic differences detected between our phenotypic groups are unlikely to be due to ethnic stratification. Although our GC markers suggest minimal stratification, it is also possible that the sample size may not be large enough to allow a more accurate estimation of stratification.
Genotyping of five primate samples gave insight into the evolutionary history of these polymorphic sites. Ancestral allele was inferred if the human SNP site was monomorphic across all non-human primate samples screened. A high fraction (37/83) of SNPs had discrepancy between the most common allele seen in humans and the most common allele from non-human primates. The correlation between human common allele state and ancestral allele state was similar to previous findings, indicating caution is in order when assigning ancestral allele state based exclusively on major human allele frequency (see Supplementary Figure 3 , web supporting information). 59 Ancestral allele state was not predictive of an association with fluoxetine response.
While this study produced several encouraging results, it was also subject to some limitations. The most obvious drawback of this study is the small sample size. This contributes to wide CIs and diminished power to detect associations between genotype and phenotype. For example, to detect a difference in allele frequencies of 0.2 between responders and nonresponders with a ¼ 0.05 and 1Àb ¼ 0.8 would require almost a tripling of the total sample size. 60 This is a critical limitation, as it suggests a much higher likelihood that our observations may contain more false-negative results than if we had a much larger sample size. We also believe that the highly characterized phenotypes used in this study helps to compensate for this limitation. Also, multiple statistical comparisons were made with the data generated from this study. However, at this point, it is unclear how to correct for multiple testing with data of this type, since the comparisons made were not independent. High levels of LD and low haplotype diversity indicate that the individual loci are related, and that using a standard Bonferroni correction would be overly conservative. Further research into this statistical problem needs to be performed to fully understand how to interpret data from association studies investigating large number of SNPs, and thus these results should be considered preliminary until replicated. A further limitation may involve our choice of D 0 to estimate LD. Although D 0 can be upwardly biased with small sample sizes, it is robust to differences in allele frequencies and our sample of 96 may be adequate to capture a reasonable estimate of LD in the gene regions studied. 61 A final limitation might be our focus on a binary trait, antidepressant response, as our primary outcome variable. Continuous outcome variables (such as quantitative changes in symptoms) can often provide more information than a binary trait. However, the difficulty is in selecting which one to use. Trying them all would compromise our type I error rate significantly. We thus chose the most straightforward outcome variable for the present analyses.
In summary, we have used a number of innovative molecular, phenotypic, and statistical approaches to investigate the role of DNA variants in candidate genes for fluoxetine response and found several interesting associations. The TPH1 and SLC6A4 genes seem to be nominally associated with response to fluoxetine. The HTR2A, MAOA, and TPH2 genes appear to be involved in determining the specificity of response to fluoxetine. If confirmed in further studies, polymorphisms in these genes could be a useful tool for a genetically informed psychopharmacology of depression.
